
ANTI-SEMITISM IS THE DISSEMINATION OF FALSEHOODS ABOUT JEWS AND ISRAEL

  Primer to understanding the centuries old struggle
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When people criticize Zionists, they mean Jews.
You’re talking anti-Semitism

Martin Luther King
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The Middle-East nation we now know as the State of Israel has existed throughout history under 
a variety of names: Canaan, Palestine, Judah, Israel, and other. Today it is surrounded by oppres-
sive Arab states ruled under Islamic Muslim sharia law. The Muslim states have purged most Jews 
from their borders, and they are hostile to any non-Muslims. 

Israel is governed differently. It follows modern principles that separate church and state, and it 
provides freedom of religion. 

Until the recent discovery of large offshore natural gas deposits, Israel had few natural resources 
(including oil), but it has an entrepreneurial spirit that has helped it become a center of research 
and development in areas such as agriculture, computer science and medical technologies. All 
Israeli citizens have benefited from the country’s success. 

Most of the Islamic Arab countries survive on oil, which has provided wealth to a small number of 
dictators and royal families, but left the average citizen poor and uneducated. 

During World War II Muslims were largely pro-Nazi Germany and, later on, pro-Soviet. Israel has 
stood with the United States since its inception.

Put in simple terms, Israel is much like America – a true democracy. Most Islamic Muslim states 
hate the values of America and Israel. 

Yet support for Islamic countries has become a popular political attitude in some circles. The rea-
soning is often related to the false belief that Israel “stole” Palestinian Arab lands and mistreated 
the Arab refugees. 

To steal something requires that someone else owns it. But the lands mandated by the United Na-
tions as the State of Israel had actually been inhabited by Jews for thousands of years. Jerusalem 
was the site of the original Jewish Temple, built by King Solomon, long before either Christianity 
or Islam existed. 

No state is perfect, and Israel has made its share of missteps, but it remains a bastion of democ-
racy and freedom in the oppressive Middle East. Israel is productive, successful and our political 
and mili tary partner. Muslim states are bastions of intolerance and autocracy with wealth only 
through oil. The Muslim states seek Israel’s destruction and expulsion of all Jews.

Supporting Israel is in our national, cultural and religious interest. Supporting the Muslim states 
promotes intolerance, non-democratic control and lack of freedom. Don’t be fooled by emo-
tional messages based on inaccurate information or a lack of historical understanding. Israel is 
our only friend in the Middle East! 

This brochure provides you with basic facts about Israel, The Middle East and the Western Media.

ZIONISM IS THE NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE.

ISRAELI-ARAB
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Years 2000 to 1800 BCE (four thousand years ago) 
– Ancient Jews establish the first tribal kingdoms in 
the land of Israel. This is known as the period of the 
Patriarchs. The Prophet Abraham lived during this era. 

Year 950 BCE – King David unites all Jewish tribes and 
rules over them as a single nation. Jews build the First 
Holy Temple on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. The 
Temple becomes the center of Jewish religious ob-
servances. Israel expands and prospers under subse-
quent Jewish kings including Solomon.

 
Year 586 BCE – The Babylonian Empire conquers Israel, 
destroys the First Holy Temple and expels many Jews 
to Babylon. Many of them return to Israel 70 years later 
from their Babylonian exile.

Year 515 BCE – Jews rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem 
(called the Second Temple). 

During the 70 year long exile Jews developed the main principles  
of their religion. 

Map:  
Israel (green area) 950 years before 
the birth of Jesus Christ. For comparison, 
borders of modern Israel are marked in red.

 
1.1.	 Key events in the history of Israel and Palestine
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330 BCE – Alexander the Great of Macedonia conquers 
Israel. Beginning of the rule of Seleucid kings who intro-
duce the Greek culture to Israel.

161 BCE – Israel regains independence. Beginning of rule 
of Jewish Hasmonean dynasty (Maccabeans).

63 BCE – Israel loses independence. Roman leader Pom-
pey gains indirect control over Israel. Twenty years later, 
Romans begin direct rule of Israel.

Year 50 BCE – beginning of the rule of Jewish king Herod 
who built the famous Masada fortress and renovated the 
Jewish Second Temple on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.

Year 0 – A Jew named Jesus is born in Bethlehem in an-
cient Israel. Jesus’ disciples were the founders of Christi-
anity. Jesus was condemned to death and crucified by the 
Romans. NOTE: In later years anti-Semites promote the no-
tion that the Jews are responsible for death of Jesus Christ.

Year 66 to 74 Common Era (CE) – First Jewish war of independence between Israel and Rome. 
Romans capture and destroy Jerusalem. After a three-year siege, the Jewish desert fortress Ma-
sada is captured by the Romans. Rather than surrender, all 900 Jewish defenders and their fami-
lies in Masada take their own lives. Masada becomes the symbol of Jewish resistance. 

Years 132 – 135 CE – Second Jewish war of independence led by great Jewish commander 
Simon Bar Kokhba. After initial victories, Israel is eventually defeated by crack Romans legions. 
Many Jews are massacred and others sent into exile. Jews emigrate all over Europe and Africa. 
This community of expelled Jews is called the Diaspora. The Roman emperor Hadrian applies 
a new name, “Palestine”, to the land of Israel, which refers to the ancient Biblical enemy of the 
Jews, the Philistines (tribe of Goliath). The name is deliberately chosen by Hadrian to humiliate 
the Jews.

311 CE – Byzantium Christian Empire begins to rule Israel/Palestine. Many people convert to 
Christianity. The whole area becomes known to the Christians as The Holy Land. Christian 
churches are built, and Jerusalem flourishes as the center of Christianity. 

622-632 – An illiterate Arab merchant and warrior named Mohammed starts a new religion 
called Islam. His followers are called Muslims. Mohammed writes a religious book, the Koran, 
that is largely based on a modified Jewish Bible. The Koran calls for conversion of all non-
Muslims including all Jews to Islam. All who refuse to convert to Islam are to be killed. Quote 
from the Koran: “.. the stone behind which a Jew will be hiding will say: ‘O Muslim! There is a 
Jew hiding behind me, so kill him.’” and “Fight and kill the infidels wherever you find them,” from 
Koran Sura 9:5. 

Mohammed was a violent man who ordered many massacres of non-Muslims. He married 11 
women (one only nine years old), kept two other as concubines and recommended wife-beat-
ing. Mohammed was eventually poisoned by the widow of a man that he murdered.

625-632 AD – Mohammed’s Muslim army attacks Jews and Christians living in Arab lands 
(currently Saudi Arabia). 

Photo:  
The Second Temple. The most holy place  
for all Jews
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The Muslims win and expel most Jews including the Jewish tribe of Banu Nadir from Medina. The Mus-
lims beheaded all the men of Banu Nadir, taking the surviving women and children as slaves. After Mo-
hammed’s victorious battle of Khaybar (629), Jews are made into second class citizens known as “dhim-
mis”. In the following years most of the Christians are expelled or murdered by the Muslims. 

 
638 AD – Muslim Arab armies defeat Byzantium and capture Israel/Palestine including its capital 
Jerusalem. For the next 330 years Jewish people of Israel/Palestine are brutally ruled by Arab kings.

7th to 11th century – The population of Palestine gradually becomes a mixture of Jews, Turks, 
Arabs, Christians, Kurds, Armenians and others.

1071 AD – Turkish Muslim armies win the critical battle of Manzikert. Muslim Turks conquer Pal-
estine and massacre Christians. They start preying on the Christian pilgrims to the Holy Land, and 
thus provoke Christian crusades to liberate the area from Muslims. 

1097 AD – Beginning of the Christian Crusader rule. Crusaders kill many 
Jews and Muslims, but they also build many great castles and churches. 
They rule Israel/Palestine for about 200 years.

 

 
 

Crusader leader, Richard the Lionhearted,  
the English king that together with other Christian leaders  

helped to conquered Israel/Palestine.

From 1300 AD – The Mamelukes from Egypt defeat the Crusaders and rule the land of Israel/Palestine. 
Mamelukes prove to be ineffective rulers. Most of the area becomes depopulated and abandoned. 

1514 AD – The Turkish Empire gains control of the land of Israel/Palestine and rules for 400 years. 
The land becomes depopulated further. Small communities of Jews continue to live in Israel/Pal-
estine and follow their old customs and religion. There are also small communities of Turks, Arabs 
and Christians.

Nineteenth Century – A new movement to return the European Jews to Israel/Palestine is started 
by Theodor Herzl. Thousands of Jews attempt to escape persecution and anti-Semitism in Europe 
by leaving their homes and return to the land of Israel/Palestine. This movement continues today. 
In the Nineteenth Century poor Arabs from Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Iraq also begin to immigrate 
to Palestine in search of new economic opportunities created by the Jews. Jews build modern 
farms and workshops and often employ Arab immigrants as well as local Arabs.

1917 – After defeating Turkey in WWI, England gains control of the land of Palestine. England half-heart-
edly tries to control hatred and intolerance of Muslim Arabs against non-Muslims, Jews and Christians.

1926 to 1929 – Arabs systematically organize massacres of Jewish communities in Palestine. 
The most notorious was the massacre in Hebron where 67 Jews were slaughtered. The British 
rulers were in different and often did not stop the massacres. In response to Arab aggression, Jews 
started to organize their own defense force (called Haganah) to protect Jewish towns and villages. 
After 1945 Haganah grew and became more effective.

FACT 
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1939-45 WWII – Muslim Arabs side with Nazi Germany, Jews side with England and the United 
States. Jews form military units in Europe to fight against the Nazis. Muslims form military units 
to help the Nazis.

November 1947 – The World representatives in the UN vote to reestablish Israel as the Jewish 
homeland. Palestinian Arabs attack Jewish communities effectively starting a brutal war.

1947-48 – War of Jewish Independence. On May 14 1948 Jews in Israel declare independence. 
The next day the fledgling Jewish country is attacked by six Arab countries. Jews lack arms and 
are few in numbers, however they fight valiantly and the Arab armies are defeated. Later, Arab 
countries continue to attack Israel. But, the Jews successfully defend their homeland.

1967-1973 – The Six Day war and the Yom Kippur war. Israel successfully defends itself from the 
assault of the Arab armies despite being vastly outnumbered. At this time, Arab propagandists 
invents a new name, “Palestinian”, for the Arabs living in Israel/Palestine. They begin to propagate 
the false claim that Arabs, now renamed “Palestinians”, allegedly have lived in Israel for centuries 
and were its original inhabitants.

 
1.2.	 Whose land is Palestine?

The overwhelming impression of Western visitors in the nineteenth century was that there were 
very few people living in Palestine. The British Consul General, James Finn, wrote in 1857 that “the 
country is in a considerable degree empty of inhabitants.” He added that the land’s “greatest need is 
that of a body of population.” Mark Twain visited land of Israel/Palestine in 1867, traveled through the 
Jezreel Valley, and related, “there is not a solitary village throughout its whole extent....A desolate 
country ... a silent mournful expanse..... we never saw a human being on the whole route...“* Arthur 
Penrhyn Stanley, the great British cartographer, reached similar conclusions in 1881: “In Judea it is 
hardly an exaggeration to say that for miles and miles there was no appearance of life or habitation.”

In the middle of the Nineteenth Century, Palestine was largely a barren desert. There were some small 
Jewish communities in places like Jerusalem, Safed, Jaffa, Akko and Tiberias. There were also small 
communities of Bedouins, Turks and Arabs. Palestine was a backwater province of the Turkish Empire.

 
In 1882 there were 141,000 Muslim Arabs settled in Palestine. (**p. 244) “The great majority of the 
Arab population in recent decades were comparative newcomers (Dr. Carl Voss – The Palestine prob-
lem today, Beacon Press 1953). NOTE: In 2010 total Arab population in Palestine (Gaza, Israel, West 
Bank and Jordan) was over 11 Million.

Between 1982-1895 Approximately 82 thousand Arab immigrants settled in Western Palestine. (**p. 245).

Between 1895-1947 about 213,700 Arabs immigrated to predominantly Jewish towns of Jerusalem, 
Safed, Tiberias, Haifa, Ramleh, Jaffa, Beisan. (**p. 256, p. 424). This does not include considerable im-
migration of Arabs to other parts of W. Palestine.

1934 – Approximately 35,000 Arabs immigrated from Hauran – Syria to W. Palestine during a short 
period of three months. (British Dept. of Migration 1935 p. 19). 

* Mark Twain, The Innocents Abroad (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), p. 349.
** Joan Peters, From Time Immemorial, Chicago, JKAP Publications 1984

FACTS 
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Scholar David Meir-Levi’s writings about Jewish emigrants from Europe known as Zionists:

Zionist pioneers from the middle of the 19th century onward joined the local Jew-
ish communities in rebuilding a Jewish homeland in what was then the Turkish 
Empire by purchasing land from the Turkish Crown and from Arab landowners 
(effendi). There was no invasion, no 
conquest, and no theft of Arab land. 
[…] 

Much of the land that the Zionists 
purchased was desert and swamp, 
uninhabited and deemed uninhabit-
able by the Arabs. Modern agrarian 
techniques instituted by the Jews 
and the blood and sweat of thou-
sands of idealistic Zionists reclaimed 
that land and turned it into prime 
real estate with flourishing farms 
and rapidly growing communities 
sporting modern technology and a 
healthy market economy.

As a result, Arab migrants poured into the region from surrounding states, with 
hundreds of thousands seeking a better life and greater economic opportunity. 

The great majority of Palestinian Arabs (both in Jordan and other parts of Palestine) are 

descendants of the Arab immigrants of the late 19th and 20th century. They are sons and 

daughters of the Arabs that immigrated to Palestine in search of work. Their leader Yasser 

Arafat immigrated to Palestine from Cairo, Egypt. It is simply untrue that the Palestinian 

Arabs are the native inhabitants of Israel and Palestine. They are NOT!

“

”
Members of Jewish community farm “the kibbutz”

At the end of World War I, on November 2 1917, the British promised to establish a Jewish homeland 
in all of Palestine (the Balfour declaration). The international San Remo Conference decided that all 
of British administered Palestine was to be given back to the Jewish nation (April 24, 1920; Article 2, 4 
and subsequent). The conference’s decisions were confirmed unanimously by all fifty-one member 
countries of the League of Nations on July 24, 1922 and they were further endorsed by a joint reso-
lution of the United States Congress in the same year. Later, under Arab pressure, the British split off 
77% of the Jewish Palestinian land and gave it to the Arabs. Arabs would not tolerate any person of 
Jewish origin living in Arab controlled territory. All Jews living there were forcibly expelled. In 1946 
an Arab country called (trans-)Jordan was formed on this 77% of the Palestinian land.

In ancient times, all of Palestine belonged to the Jews and no Arabs lived there.

 
1.3.	 The shrinking Jewish homeland

NOTE 

NOTE 
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There are many Muslim Arab countries in the Middle East. 

Israel is the only Jewish country; the rest of the lands in the Middle East 
are all either Muslim Arab countries or non-Arab Muslim countries like 
Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, Afghanistan and others.

British Palestine: The blue area (1917-1922) was to become a Jewish state. Today Arabs demand that the ancient Jewish provinces of 
Judea and Samaria (also called West Bank – yellow area on the right map) are to become a second Palestinian Arab state. Another small 
province called Gaza had been evacuated by Israel in 2005 and is now ruled by the Islamic Hamas. In principle, Israel agreed to give 
away all these regions of its historical homeland for the sake of achieving peace with the Arabs.

Compare size of Arab and Jewish land sizes.  
Data: World Almanac 2010

Arab countries have an area of about 4.5 Million square miles. Israel has only 8000 sq. miles. This means Arabs 

have 560 times more land than the Jews. Total Arab population is about 400 million people and the Jewish 

population is seven million. As their population grows, Arabs emigrate from their countries; many settle in Is-

rael because of Israel’s higher standard of living. Many Arabs demand that Israel give up more or even all of its 

land. Jews feel entitled to their small home called Israel and refuse to give any more of their land to the Arabs.

ISRAEL
LAND
AREA

8,000 SQ MILES

ARAB
LAND
AREA

4,5 MIL MILES

MUSLIM
NON ARAB 

LAND
3,8 MIL MILES
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Nazis were a power-hungry, genocidal regime that started World War II, which resulted in the 
death of 60 million people. Most of their hatred was directed toward Jews. Nazis systematically 
murdered six million innocent Jewish civilians. That murder of Jews is known as the Holocaust. 

Arab leaders generally sided with Adolph Hitler, the leader of Nazi Germany, and assisted him in 
the war effort and in the Jewish “final solution” (which meant the killing of all Jews).

From 1921 on, the ruler of the Palestinian Arabs and their foremost religious leader was Amin Al 
Husseini. (Official title: Grand Mufti of Palestine). He led and inspired Palestinian Arabs until his 
death in 1974. Husseini was a close friend of the Nazi leader, SS Chief of Staff Heinrich Himmler, 
and he worked with the Nazis on establishing a death camp in Palestine to exterminate local 
Jews. During WWII, he traveled many times to Berlin and to the Auschwitz death camp to analyze 
and implement this plan. 

A Death camp was to be located in Nablus to implement the “final solution” in Palestine, 

to exterminate all Jews living there. Nazis lost the war and luckily this death camp was 

never established.

 
Today Palestinian Arabs consider Amin Al Husseini to be a national hero.

David Meir-Levi says in his publication “The Nazi Roots of Palestinian Nationalism” 

“.. Professor Edward Said (known advocate of the Arab Palestinian causes) praised Al-Husseini, 
former partner with the Nazis in their crimes against humanity, as “the voice of the Palestinian 
people.” Yasser Arafat, leader of the Palestinian Authority (PA) until 2006, referred to Al-Husseini 
as “our hero.”

Another Arab leader, Hassan 
Al-Banna, the founder of the 
powerful Muslim Brother-
hood, had Hit ler’s book Mein 
Kampf trans lated into Arabic 
as “My Jihad”. When WWII 
broke out, Al-Ban na worked 
to firm up an alliance with 
Hitler. Al-Banna sent letters 
and emissaries to Hitler, and 
he urged German Nazis to as-
sist the Arabs in their struggle 
against the British. In return, 
the Muslim Brotherhood In-
telligence Ser vice collected 
information on the move-
ments of the British army and 
passed it to the Germans.

 
1.4. Recent history – Nazis and Palestinian Arabs during WWII 1939-1945

Photo: 
Arab Mufti Husseini meets Nazi leader Heinrich Himmler

NOTE 
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Muslim Arab ideological leader Sayyid 
Qutb promoted Nazi ideas regarding 
the Jews. Sayyid Qutb declared in his 
essay, “Our Struggle against the Jews,” 
that it was criti cal to understand that 
the Jew was the root of all the world’s 
evil. One of Qutb’s students who later 
became an ardent follower, was Ayman 
Zawahiri, top leader in al-Qaeda. 

April 3 1942: An Arab Pro-Nazi coup 
is launched in Iraq by Arab Nazi sym-
pathizer Rashid Ali al-Gaylani and four 
other Arab generals. Nazi Germany 
sends weapons and aircraft but the 
pro-Nazi coup fails. 

In 1943 Mufti Amin Al-Husseini inter-
venes personally with Nazi High Com-
mand to block a Red Cross plan to res-
cue 10,000 Jewish children. The Red 
Cross wanted to swap the children for 
Nazi prisoners of war. Husseini suc-
ceeded and the children died in Hit-
ler’s gas chambers.

Arabs leaders under Mufti Husseini 
organized a Muslim Nazi division that 
had 9,500 soldiers. It fought for the 
German Nazis in World War II. These 
Muslim soldiers murdered 90% of all 
the Jews living in Croatia (part of for-
mer Yugoslavia.

The Mufti’s right-hand man in Iraq, 

Kharaillah Tulfah was Iraq’s President 

Saddam Hussein’s uncle and mentor.

November 2, 1943 Himmler’s telegram to Arab leaders: “The National Socialist movement of 

Germany has, since its inception, inscribed upon its flag the fight against the world Jewry. 

It has followed with particular sympathy the struggle of freedom-loving Arabs, especially in 

Palestine, against Jews.” “..common struggle.. of the natural alliance that exists between the 

National Socialist Germany (Nazi) and the freedom-loving Muslims of the whole world.” 

 

Photo:  
Mufti confers with Adolph Hitler, Berlin, 1942

Photo: 
1943 Mufti inspects troops of the Nazi Muslim Hanzar Division. 
Muslim Imam Halim Malkoc was the division’s chief religious leader.

NOTE 
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NOTE

Photo:  
Amin Al Husseini with one of his Nazi Muslim Troops – 1943 Hanzar SS Division. 

March 1, 1944. Palestinian Arab leader Amin Al-Husseini makes a speech in Berlin addressing 

Muslim SS Nazi troops: “Kill the Jews wherever you find them. This pleases God, History and 

Religion. This saves your honor. God is with you.”

Yasser Arafat interviewed by Al Sharq Al Awsat (London Arabic Daily) and reprinted in Palestin-

ian daily Al Quds on August 2, 2002: “We are the mighty people. Were they (The West and the 

Jews) able to replace our hero Hajj Amin Al-Husseini?” 

 

Yasser Arafat was the cousin of Amin Al-Husseini. In 1946 Amin Al-Husseini placed Yasser Arafat in 
charge of arms procurement and shipment for the Mufti’s irregular forces: “The Holy Strugglers”. 

Mahmoud Abbas of PLO replaced Arafat in 2006. Today he is the President of Palestinian Arabs.
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After the war of Israel independence in 1948 over 800,000 Jews were expelled from surrounding 
Arab lands and have resettled in Israel. At the same time 700,000 Palestinian Arabs left Israel be-
cause of the war and because they were encouraged to do so by Arab governments and leaders. 
The Jews built for themselves a new life in Israel through hard work. However, the Arab refugees 
were kept by Arab gov ernments in refugee camps. Arab politicians wanted to use them as pawns 
in making political demands on Jews and financial demands on world humanitarian organiza-
tions. Arab leaders have kept refugees in camps for the last 64 years and collect welfare money 
for them from the world community, including the UN and the European Union.

The Arab states do not want to solve the refugee problem. They want to keep it as 

an open sore, as an affront to the United Nations and as a weapon against Israel. 

Arab leaders don’t give a damn whether the refugees live or die.

Ralph Galloway, UN Relief and Works Agency official 1958

“
”

  NEW  YORK  TIMES, May 16, 1948

 
1.5. Refugees
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Jews have lived in Judea and Samaria (a part of Palestine recently called the West Bank) for 
centuries. Some of the most holy Jewish sites are there including the Cave of the Patriarchs and 
Rachel’s Tomb. The Jordanian Army captured and occupied this area from 1948 till 1967. Arabs 
violently expelled many Judea and Samaria (West Bank) Jews from their homes. Jews were also 
prohibited from visiting their holy sites.

After 1967, Israel captured 
the West Bank and the 
expelled Jews started to 
return. Other Jews have 
bought plots of land and 
have settled there. Today 
the Jewish communi ties 
in West Bank are called 
the Settlements. Arab and 
Far Left media invented a 
com mon falsehood that 
these Set tlements are 
dangerous threat to world 
peace.

Who are the Jewish set-
tlers? Outside of the Je-
rusalem suburbs, they are 
largely poor farmers who 
try to eke out a living by till-
ing the barren uncultivated 
land of ancient Israel. They 
believe in traditional values 
and in improving one’s life 
through hard work.

. 

Although much is heard about the plight of the Palestin-
ian Arab refugees, little is said about the Jews who were 
brutally forced to flee Arab states. Yet, there were more 
Jewish refugees than all the Arabs that fled Israel/Pales-
tine during the 1948 war.

Photo: 
Jews expelled from Yemen. Year 1948. Jews were not allowed to take any 
of their belongings with them. Their houses were seized by the Yemen 
Arab Government.

 
1.6. Jewish Settlements
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Settlers live on land that was either paid for or abandoned, 
and not stolen from anybody. Yet, they face violent hostil-
ity from their Arab neighbors who themselves settled these 
lands by immigrating to Palestine in the previous century. 
Jewish settlers live in a constant state of vigilance. It is un-
fortunate that these settlements have become the target 
of a well-financed worldwide smear campaign. 

There are also many Arab Settlements in the West Bank 
(Judea and Samaria). Some 260 such settlements were 
established by Arabs since 1950. Since then, 750,000 
Arabs from Jordan, Syria, Egypt and Iraq have settled in 
Judea and Samaria. This is almost three times the num-
ber of Jewish settlers. These Arab settlers are not target-
ed for criticism by Far Left only because they are Arabs 
and not Jews. This double standard is inherently rac-
ist, but this is “politically correct” racism. Under strong 
pressure from Muslim countries, many international or-
ganizations such as the UN and the European Union (EU) 
usually follow a pro-Palestinian narrative. 

Photos:  
Work in a Jewish town is hard. Water is very scarce. The settlements are 

environmentally friendly. This is largely out of necessity. Because of harsh 
desert condition and lack of money they have to conserve water and 

produce their own solar electricity. 

Built-up areas of Israeli settlements cover less than 1.7 percent of West 
Bank land.

ARAB
SETTLERS
750 000
PEOPLE

NEW SETTLERS IN WEST BANK
AND GAZA SINCE 1950

JEWISH
SETTLERS
300 000
PEOPLE
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For over 3,000 years Jerusalem has been the historical, 
religious and spiritual capital of the Jewish people with 
an uninterrupted Jewish presence throughout that time. 
Though Jerusalem has known many foreign rulers, it has 
been a capital only for the Jews. It has always been the 
political, cultural and religious center of the Jewish People 
around the world. Jerusalem is an integral part of Jewish 
religion. It is referred to 669 times in the Jewish Bible. 

On the other hand, Jerusalem is not mentioned even once 
in the Muslim holy book, the Koran. Jerusalem was never 
important to the Muslim faith. It became so when Jews 
started to lay the foundation for Israel’s rebirth in the 19th 
century and, in particular, in 1948 when Jerusalem became 
the capital of Israel. In 1988 PLO declared that Jerusalem 
will become the capital of the future Arab state. 

To connect Mohammed with Jerusalem, Muslims invented a tale, a “Hadith”, long after 

the death of Mohammed, that he had visited Jerusalem in a “dream state”. In fact, Mo-

hammed never visited Jerusalem even once during his lifetime!

 
 
Most Jerusalem Arabs are relative newcomers to this ancient Jewish capital. For example the 
large 19th century Jewish Yemenite village neighborhood became almost exclusively settled 
by Arab immigrants in the 20th century. Jews welcome the Muslim Arabs to live alongside 
them, but expect that Arabs respect the Jewish presence and traditions. Unfortunately, many 
Arabs do not tolerate their non-Muslim neighbors and are often hostile toward them. Arab 
leaders such as Yasser Arafat invented lies that Jews never lived in Jerusalem and that Arabs 
were the founders of the city.

Over the centuries, many other religions, including different Christian faiths, also established 
significant presence in Jerusalem. Under Turkish Muslim rule and then after 1948 Arab-Jor-
danian occupation, such faiths were often prosecuted. Since 1967, Jerusalem has been under 
Israeli sovereignty. And for the first time in the history of Jerusalem, the different religious 
communities, including Muslims, now enjoy freedom of worship and the holy sites of all faiths 
are protected.

 
2.1. Jerusalem has always been Jewish

NOTE
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The Islamic Al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem was built deliberately on top of the ancient 

Jewish Holy Temple to erase any traces of that Temple. Muslim Arabs built Al-Aqsa in 

the 7th century. Later it fell into disrepair, but in the late 19th century Arabs rebuilt the 

temple to give the impression that the site was always theirs. The famous golden cover-

ing of the Dome Of The Rock shown on many postcards was in fact installed about 40 

year ago. So much for the alleged many centuries of Muslim heritage.

 
Table below shows residents of Jerusalem, grouped by religion identification, based on the earli-
est modern census data. It dispels the myth that Jews have “stolen” the city from Arabs.

 
Year of Survey


Jews

 
Muslims


Christians

1844 7,120 5,760 3,390

1896 28,112 7,560 5,470

1931 51,222 19,894 19,335

The following is the transcript of the PA TV documentary:

We ..look out over [Islamic] holiness and on sin and filth (Jews’ praying at Western 

Wall) ... We are drawing our new maps. When they [Israelis] disappear from the pic-

ture, like a forgotten chapter in the pages of our city’s history, we will build it anew 

(residential area). The Mughrabi Quarter will be built here (on the Western Wall Plaza).

PA TV (Fatah), Aug. 10, 2011 source PMW bulletin Aug 17, 2011

East Jerusalem includes the old city with the most Holy sites of the Jewish and Christian reli-
gions. It also includes the Mount of Olives and the ancient Jewish cemetery.

Photo: The Western Wall. Part of the Second Temple built by Jews at the time of Jesus. It is the holiest place for the Jewish People. 
The Dome of the Rock mosque was constructed on the site of both ancient Jewish temples. (Location: East Jerusalem)

Turkish and British census data from Mitchell G. 
Bard book “Myths and Facts” AICE 2001 p. 263

NOTE

“
“
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Before 1948 the majority of East Jerusalem’s 
popula tion was Jewish. In May 1948 a powerful 
Arab army captured most of the city and ethnical-
ly cleansed it of all the Jews. People were thrown 
out of their homes and many Jews were murdered. 
Now, 64 years later, the Obama administration, 
the European Union and the UN are attempting to 
sanction theft of the city from the Jews, falsely be-
lieving that Arab occupi ers were the original owners 
of East Jerusalem.

The main Jewish temple The Hurva Synagogue was 
blown up with dynamite by Arab forces. Total of 58 
East Jerusalem synagogues were destroyed, and 
the Jewish Quarter was bulldozed. Arabs from Jor-
dan, Syria and other countries settled in the homes 
of the expelled Jews. Nineteen years later, in the 
Six Day War, Israel captured East Jerusalem and its 
previous inhabitants started to return. The process 
was very slow because by 1967 all the homes were 
already occupied by the Arabs. Today the historic 
East Jerusalem is the most contested area between 
Jews and Arabs. 

In March 2010, the rebuilt Hurva Synagogue was reopened, which triggered violent demonstra-
tions by the Arabs. They demanded that East Jerusalem remains ethnically cleansed of Jews.

During the war of 1948, British-armed Arab forces captured most of the city of Jerusalem, in-
cluding the ancient historical center of East Jerusalem with its many Jewish shrines. They ex-
pelled almost all of its Jewish inhabitants. Nineteen years later, Israel re-captured East Jerusalem 
in the 1967 Six Day War, and the expelled Jews started to return. So, how does the Western mass 
media report and spin the above events? 

Typically the media begins the story only from 1967 when Israel recaptures the eastern, historic 
por tion of the city. They fail to mention that Israel only entered East Jerusalem after Jordan’s 
army used it to launch an unprovoked attack on Israel. And they never mention that Jews were 
histori cally the largest constituency in a previously undivided city.

So: the city conquered and divided by Arabs in 1948 is recaptured and reunited by the Jews in 
1967, but it is the Jewish inhabitants that are portrayed as illegitimate thieves and colonizers. This 
is a popular narrative with much of the Western media and in many academic circles. It is also 
a blatant lie. The view that Jews have no right to live in East Jerusalem is often presented by the 
media as a simple fact. And their desire to live, among Arab neighbors, in the historical center of 
Jewish life is presented as “an obstacle to peace”

Photo: 
Arab Jordanian forces assault on Jerusalem  

Old Town, May 1948

 
2.2. How the Jewish Jerusalem became Arab Jerusalem after the 1948 war

 
2.3. Media manipulation to misrepresent Jerusalem as an Arab city
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Photos:  
Ethnic cleansing, Jews expelled  

by Arabs from East Jerusalem,  
May 1948

Old Jews expelled 
by Arabs from the 
Jewish quarter of East 
Jerusalem June 1948

Arabs looting Jewish 
homes in East Jerusalem 
after Jewish surrender May 
1948

Jewish girl Rachel Levy 7 
fleeing, as Arabs sack East 
Jerusalem after its surrender 
May 28 1948

Jews forced to leave  
East Jerusalem May 
1948

Photos:  
Jewish Holy Hurva Synagogue 

before and after being blown up 
by the Arab soldiers, Jerusalem, 

May 1948
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Recent anti-Semitism has its roots in the centuries-old hatred of Jews that led to the Nazi Holo-
caust. It is perpetuated today by Far Left, anti-Semites, radical Islam and a biased media. When 
Jews are being murdered as in the Auschwitz and Treblinka death camps, they are considered 
weak and cowardly. But when Jewish people fought back and defended their lands and homes 
against groups like Hamas and Hezbollah, they are considered the “New Nazis“. Anti-Semitism is 
the basis for this centuries old double standard against Jews.

How does a well-meaning person, who is passionate about social justice, become an anti-
Semite? 

There is an old saying that if you tell a lie often enough people will begin to believe it. As we 
know, lies about Jews have existed in the form of anti-Semitic propaganda since biblical times. 
Today, many people who are on the Far Left of the political spectrum have bought into lies about 
the Jewish people. These “liberals” don’t go after Jews with pitchforks and torches as was done 
in the past. What they do is to harshly condemn every act of self-defense by the state of Israel 
while turning a blind eye to radical Islamic groups acts of terror and aggression. This double 
standard by many leftists today is treated as acceptable under the pretense of being anti-Zionist 
and not anti-Semitic . . . yeah right!

Arab -Israeli conflict had pitted hundreds of millions of Arabs and Muslims, in con-
trol of two dozen countries […] not to mention a stranglehold on global oil, against 
a handful of Jews who then numbered under three-quarters of a million and who 
lived on a sliver of land so tiny that it could fit into New Jersey. Then came the 
Six-Day war of 1967. Launched by the then Egyptian President Nasser […] it ended 
with Israel in control of West Bank and Gaza. This humiliating defeat, however, 
was eventually turned into a great victory by Arab propagandists who redefined 
the ongoing war of the whole Muslim world against the Jewish state as a struggle 
merely between the Palestinians and the Israelis. Thus was Israel’s image trans-
formed from a David into a Goliath, a move that succeeded in alienating much of 
the old sympathy – especially on the Left – that had previously been enjoyed by 
the outnumbered Jews.

Excerpt from Norman Podhoretz, World War IV (C) 2007

“

”

 
3.1. How Israeli went from being David to being the Goliath

 
3.2. The history of anti-Semitism
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3.3. Modern anti-Semites: The red-green alliance: 
 Western Far Left and Muslim extremists financed by big oil

Western mass media and Far Left groups are 
often financed by oil money. Organizations 
like Code Pink, ISM, Viva Palestina, JVP, CAIR, 
Al-Awda, FOSNA, MAS, SJP, USCEIO and 
ANSWER have been obsessed with demonizing 
Israel. They do this under the pretense of fighting 
for peace. Hitler said that if you kill the Jews, you 
will stop the spread of exploitation and disease. 
The Far Left wants to eliminate Zionism to bring 
peace on earth. Today, Nazi style anti-Semitism 
has morphed into anti-Zionism. The old Jew-ha-
tred has turned into the politically-correct hatred 
of Israel. 
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11.	 THE	HISTORY	OF	ANTI-SEMITISM

Much of mass media like BBC, NBC, NY Times and LA Times often demonize Israel by distorting the 
facts and not reporting Arab aggressive acts. However, they do it in a much more subtle way than the 
openly anti-Jewish Far Left groups mentioned above.

The oil money is used not only to influence mass media like TV and the press. Left wing “progressive” 
organizations like The Tides Center, launders millions in Arab oil money for many extreme left wing 
and anti-Semitic programs in the USA. 

Muslim oil money is sometimes used to give free grants to American schools and colleges to pro-
duce biased and fake studies that “prove” the lies about “Jewish crimes”. The same money is used to 
create “charitable” foundations that promote hatred of Israel. These monies are also channeled to 
labor unions and consumer groups to promote boycotts of Israeli goods. Even Hollywood is in on 
the act. Many Hollywood celebrities, mostly out of ignorance, bash Israel. Many American Universi-
ties are the centers of anti-Israel hysteria.

 

 

“Over the past decade the University of California at Irvine has become a center of Israel ha-

tred and Jew bashing. It hosts countless radical Islamist events, many openly supportive of 

terror and jihad. Its chapter of the Muslim Student Union may be the most openly jihadi and 

pro-terror in the country. …. UCI holds regular events in which anti-Semitic speakers call for 

Israel’s annihilation. Moslem students walk about campus with signs that read: “Death to Infi-

dels. Death to Israel.” Faculty and students attend UCI rallies that openly support the Hamas. 

Anti-Semitism at UCI has been so blatant that it was the subject of an official investigation by 

the US Office for Civil Rights.” 

Source: http://frontpagemag.com

 
 
According to prominent Jewish American lawyer Alan Dershowitz, pro-Israel staff members of 
American academia are often intimidated and forced to hide their support of the Jewish state.

 
According to the non-profit organization, HonestReporting: “The iconic images of Muhammad 
al-Dura’s alleged death in Gaza inflamed Palestinian sentiment and provoked terrible blood-
shed. De spite evidence that Israel did not kill al-Dura, the accusation continues to prevail.” This 
patently false story has been broadcast many times on BBC TV, NBC, German TV, French 2 TV, 
The Guardian and The New York Times. They kept repeating the story after it was irrefutably 
exposed as a hoax. 

FACT
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The respected American Thinker publication commented: 

July 17, 2008 The New York Times and the al-Dura Hoax - 
Why won’t the New York Times accept responsibility for re-
peatedly publishing a falsehood which caused many deaths? 

also 

the Times continued to publish opinion columns accepting 
the faked footage as truth.

In May 2008 French court of appeals ruled that Al-Dura France 2 TV reported story was fabricated. 

More information on this hoax at  
www.americanthinker.com/2008/07/the_new_york_times_and_the_ald.html

The BBC, Independent, Guardian, Evening Standard and the Foreign and Com-
monwealth Office are rabidly anti-Israel,.. and wittingly or not, are stoking the in-
ferno of anti-Semitism.

– editor Conrad Black in The Spectator, a prestigious British political magazine. 

 
For more information about Western Media misrepresentation of the news (including the BBC 
making al-Dura into an Islamist martyr) visit www.theaugeanstables.com, www.factsofisrael.com 
and www.aish.com 

Are the lies about Israel and the Jews effective? You bet!

At first the claims of the propaganda were so shameless that people thought it 
insane; later it got on people’s nerves; and in the end, it was believed.

Adolf Hitler, Main Kampf

 
Today, an average, well meaning, left-leaning person believes most of the lies he or she hears 
about Israel in the mass media. In the end we are all victims of these lies—lies that lead us to dis-
like Jews and hold anti-Semitic views. 

3.4. Anti-Semitism of the Far Left

This is what was recently said in the 2010 annual report presented at a conference on global anti-
Semitism:

Classical anti-Semitism is changing, and it’s been replaced with a new anti-Sem-
itism, which takes its shape in the form of unbridled attacks against the idea of a 
Jewish state.

 – Nathan Sharansky said at the start of the conference 

“

“

”
”

“

“

“

”

”

”
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“We’ve identified [such criteria] through a ‘3-D principle’,” he said, “demonization, delegitimization 
and a double standard. And if you look at anti-Semitism throughout the ages, we see these prin-
ciples at play as well – the demonization of Jews, the delegitimization of the Jews as a nation, and 
a double standard towards Jews as a people and a religion.” 

 
All three of those criteria, Sharansky 
added, were alive and well the world 
over. 

The goal is to create anger and ha-
tred towards Israel.

Left wing messages of hate  
and murder. Even children  
are taught to demonize Jews

Photos:  
Left wing demonstrations 
in the USA and Australia 
in 2009. Note the NYC 
May demonstration signs 
with calls to reopen 
Auschwitz, the Nazi 
death camp and calls 
to nuke Israel. Note 
also the lies about Jews 
stealing human body 
organs. This is the old 
anti-Semitic blood libel 
that one would hope had 
disappeared with the Nazi 
defeat in WWII
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13.	 ANTI-SEMITISM	OF	THE	FAR	LEFT

Photo: Far Left and Muslim extremists organize “Peace” flotillas designed to provoke 
Israeli navy into violent confrontation. They hope to obtain photo 
opportunities to discredit the Israelis and blame them for the violence
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Anti-Jewish propaganda can be very sophisticated. To gain 
credibility the Far Left sometimes employs dishonest or mis-
informed people of Jewish descent to spread propaganda 
about Israel. The better known the messenger, the more be-
lievable is the falsehood to the uninformed person. If a Jew 
like Noam Chomsky, a well-known professor, promotes lies 
about Israel, then it seems that “Jews are finally admitting 
their crimes”.

Some Jews have discovered that a quick route to celeb-
rity is by [… ] attacking Israel and Zionists. This has always 
been and remains a tiny minority. [… ] Still, anti-Zionists 
have been a nefarious influence, particularly on college 
campuses where they are often found teaching courses 
about Israel and leading anti-Zionists organizations.

from Mitchell G. Bard book: Will Israel Survive, Palgrave Macmillan 2007. 

In recent years we’ve seen a rather odd alliance of two extremist groups, Islamo-Fascists and the Far Left. 

Despite whatever ideological differences these two may have, they seem to have little trouble seeing past 

those differences when it comes to standing shoulder to shoulder in their mutual hatred of America and 

Israel. This is a global conflict in which all of Western Civilization is under siege by radical Islam and its Far 

Left allies. As a relationship of convenience, this “gruesome twosome” have a shared political agenda for the 

downfall of the West as we know it. Radical Islam promotes, facilitates and carries out acts of terror against 

various Western interests throughout the world. The Far Left shows great willingness to ally themselves with 

any extremists that share their disdain toward Western Democracies and Zionism. It is important to note 

that the Far Left largely operates under the pretense of being progressive, liberal and peace loving. This is 

ironic and rather hypocritical seeing that the Far Left has little concern for the bloodshed caused by Islamic 

terror. The “I’m not anti-Semitic, just anti-Zionist” standard party line is the BIG LIE of the Far Left. 

”

”



In the Middle Ages, uneducated peasants and town people attacked peaceful communities 
of Jews and slaughtered them. They believed that these Jews were evil people and that they 
killed Christian children in devilish rituals. Such rumors and lies incited the murder of innocent 
Jews throughout Europe. 

Have we left behind these grim and murky days of hate and anti-Semitic superstition? Here is an 
entry from YouTube on February 2, 2010 – one of thousands of such entries:

kill all these fucxing jews grab them by there fucxing two ponytails and pull until 
there fuxking evil skin rips of there scalp then when you see the money hungry 
brain STAB it SHOOT until it burst with rotten devil diareah blood when there fucx-
ing evil bastard lanky bodies run out of devil zionist blood then may they rest in 
hell. Everybody all races all skin colors kill any jew you see if you want to bring 
peace to this world. Thankyou 

YouTube entry Feb 2 2010 by OoBIGxBOSSoO

And consider the following facts reported by the ADL (Anti-Defamation League) in its February 
2010 letter:

“Here we are in a world in which hateful words are increasingly leading to violent acts. In the last 
year alone, we’ve suffered the Holocaust Museum shooting by a Holocaust denier who believed 
“Obama was created by the Jews”, a thwarted plot to bomb synagogues in New York City, two 
separate incidents of shooting sprees with Jews as targets, and a murder of a Jewish college 
student by a young man who wrote in his diary, “I think it is okay to kill Jews”. […] Here we are in 
a world where adults feel free to chant “Jews back to the ovens”, as happened at an anti-Israel 
protest in Florida, and children can threaten a Jewish classmate to “shove him into crematorium,” 
as happened in New Hampshire.

Let us pause and ponder where the left wing campaign of hatred and lies leads us. Do we want 
to regress to the horrible days of racial hatred and wanton murder of Jews?

 
 

 

“Jews stole Jerusalem and Palestine from the Arabs” 

“Israel enjoys murdering defenseless Arab civilians”

Oil revenues pay to promote the above lies all over the world

  

“

”

 
3.5.	 The lies about Israel and Jews
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The anti-Israel and anti Jewish propaganda is based on two principal misconceptions. The first 
misconception is that Jews stole the land of Israel from the Arabs. The second misconception is 
that Israelis do not want to leave Arabs in peace and have brutally attacked them for no reason.

Both these misconceptions are promoted in the American and European mass media.

The falsity of the first misconception is clear. Jews have lived in Israel for the last four thousand 
years, and they founded and developed the city of Jerusalem as their capital. It is the Arabs who 
have migrated into the area. Most of the Arabs came to Jewish land in the last century from Arab 
Syria, Iraq and Egypt. In fact, even today Arab families move to Israel because life in Israel is more 
comfortable than in their own countries.

The second misconception about Israel killing civilians is even more blatant. Israel does not tar-
get Arab civilians. However, Palestinian Arab terrorists do target Israeli civilians. 

According to Alan Dershowitz, Arabs utilize a policy which he referred to as “the dead children 
strategy” in order to create Israel’s negative image.

One of the strongest visual objects in the media is a mother holding a dead baby in her arms.

A frequent tactic of Arab terrorists is to fire rockets from Arab civilian locations. Any Israeli re-
sponse might inadvertently kill these “human shields” and help Arab propagandists to blame the 
Jews. The cameras of al-Jazeera’s and the Far Left media are ready and waiting to bring the im-
ages to the entire world. 

 

Israel has built a security fence similar to the US-Mexican border fence. Unlike the US 

fence, the Israeli one is designed to keep out terrorists on suicide missions. The Israeli 

fence has proven to be a huge success. Is has saved countless innocent lives by reducing 

the suicide attacks by 90%. 
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Lies have led to the greatest massacre in history: The Holocaust 

In the 19th century the infamous Czarist forgery, “Protocols of Elders of Zion” was used by right-
wing anti-Semites to demonize Jews. Beginning in 1930, Nazis used this book of lies as an excuse 
to murder six million innocent Jews. The book included fabricated reports about Jews killing and 
drinking the blood of children, controlling the world banking system and oppressing and stealing 
from working class people. 

Today, various socialist and Far Left movements use similar lies to defame Jews. They have up-
dated the Protocols of Zion to fit the present times. Some examples of these lies are as follows: 

• Israeli Defense Force (IDF) deliberately kills children in Gaza 

• The IDF deliberately targets civilians (Richard Goldstone in UN report, Sept 2009, UN Durban 
conference) 

• Jewish settlers murder Arab children 

• Jews poison water wells in Arab villages

• Jews capture Arab men and kill them to steal and sell their organs (Donald Bostrom, in Swed-
ish key newspaper Aftonbladet, Aug 2009) 

• Israel organized poisoning of Yasser Arafat (in fact, he most likely died of AIDS) 

• The IDF massacred 500 Arabs in Jenin in 2002. In fact there was no massacre. The story was a 
pure fabrication by Arabs and by the left-wing media.

• The slaughter of more than 300,000 black Christians in Darfur (Sudan) by Muslim Islamo- 
Fascists was at the direction of the Jews. A blatant Muslim Arab lie about Jewish involvement! 

• The IDF soldiers routinely line up Arab children in Gaza and execute them on the streets 
(as reported many times by Turkish television)

• The IDF deliberately bombed a UN school compound in Gaza during Operation Cast Lead. 
Only days after worldwide media reported this calumny, the UN itself admitted that the Israel 
rockets had landed outside the compound, at a site from which mortars had been launched 
against Israeli forces).

Photo:  
Nazi soldier and the Jewish Mother,  
Kiev 1941
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The list of these deliberate and premeditated lies goes on and on. As long as such lies are spread 
by the Arab Muslims and the left-leaning media, the hatred will continue.

Israel’s enemies have become very sophisticated at manipulating the media. In 
the war with Hezbollah, for example, an Arab woman was shown in one picture 
wailing about the loss of her home to Israeli bombs and then later she was shown 
in another picture in another place again wailing about the loss of another home. 
Anderson Cooper (CNN TV) said he was given a tour in which Hezbollah had lined 
up some ambulances. They were told to turn on their sirens and then the ambu-
lances drove off as if they were picking up wounded civilians when, in fact, they 
were simply driving back and forth empty. Boston University professor, Richard 
Landes, has put together a web site with raw video footage he calls “Pallywood”, 
which documents how the Palestinians fake everything from shoot-outs with Is-
raeli troops to funerals. The classic scene shows a group of mourners carrying a 
body on a stretcher. Suddenly, the stretcher falls to the ground and the “corpse” 
gets up and runs away.

from Mitchell G. Bard book “Will Israel Survive?”

3.6.	 The United Nations (UN) has been hijacked by the Muslim World

“

”

The UN is officially a world body tasked with promoting peace, 
but  it  has been largely usurped by political Islamic interests. There 
are 56  Muslim countries acting together as one block. The Muslim 
nations, which are some of the greatest vi olators of human rights on 
earth, chair the UN Human Rights Commission. Despite crimes by 
Hamas in the Gaza war, the UN shamelessly advanced false accusa-
tions against Israel. To give the accusations extra credibility they ap-
pointed a self-serving person of Jewish descent (Richard Goldstone) 
to charge Israel with war crimes. All these manipulations give the false 
ap pearance that the aggressor is Israel and not Hamas, which mur-
ders civilians and fires rockets at peaceful neighborhoods. 

In 2011, the terrorist Hamas and Palestinian Authority PA signed an agreement to form 

a joint Palestinian government.

The PA Palestinian Authority knows that they have an automatic majority in the UN General As-
sembly. PA can get the UN to vote favorably for the most outrageous Palestinian demands. This 
is why PA President Abbas continues to refuse any peace negotiations with Israel. He assumes 
that soon the UN will vote to give Palestinian Arabs the historic Jewish capital, East Jerusalem. 
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4.1.	 Oil – The Muslim weapon

The global community pays a huge annual “tribute” of 1 trillion dollars for oil to the 
Muslim world. This money could be used to improve living standards and provide much 
needed social services in the Muslim world, yet there is little evidence of this. Many 
Muslim leaders, including the late Yasser Arafat, stole much of this oil money. By the 
year 2006 Arafat had an estimated $5 billion dollars hidden in his private Swiss bank 
account. Financial aid from Europe is sent to the Arab world (including the Palestinians) 
compliments of the European taxpayer. This amounts to nothing less than European 
leaders foolishly thinking they can buy peace with the Arabs. To no surprise, most of 
this money is squandered on weapons and manipulation of the Western media.

The big multinational oil companies like ExxonMobil and BP pump from Saudi Arabia 
25% of all the world oil. Saudi Arabia uses the money obtained for oil to finance the 
Islamo-Fascist Muslim organizations including the Taliban, Palestinian Authority PA, 
Fatah, Knights of Martyrdom and many others. “If I could somehow snap my fingers 
and cut off the funding from one country, it would be Saudi Arabia,” said Stuart Levey, 
the US Treasury official in charge of tracking terror financing. 

Iraq has some of the world’s largest oil reserves. Saddam Hussein financed his terror 
regime exclusively with oil money. Hussein paid $25,000 to the families of Palestinian 
suicide bombers, creating an incentive for further Palestinian terror. 

Oil-rich Venezuela (the world’s 5th largest oil producer) with its brutal dictator, Hugo 
Chavez, is in the forefront of anti-Israeli propaganda. Chavez enjoys an endearing 
relationship with the Iranian dictator Ahmadinejad who calls for the destruction of 
Israel. He supports Hezbollah and promotes the fraudulent anti-Semitic book “Pro-
tocols of the Elders of Zion”. Although not a Muslim, Chavez openly supports Islamic 
theocratic states and terror organizations.

To protect their oil business, Arab leaders and multinational oil companies conspire 
to impede the development of renewable energy sources such as solar power and, 
until recently, the electric car. Ending our dependence on Middle East oil would 
deal a crippling blow to global Islamic terror.

FACT

FACT

FACT
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4.2.	 Modern faces of radical Islam

Arab leaders often present the most vicious Muslim terrorists as heroes. Mahmoud Abbas sent 
his warmest congratulations to child-murderer Samir Kuntar, upon his release from Israeli im-
prisonment. Abbas also commissioned festive celebrations in honor of Dalal Mughrabi, the mas-
termind of the 1978 Coastal Road massacre in which 38 Israelis were killed. 

Since the defeat of Nazi Germany, state-promoted genocide has been taboo. No government 
has openly preached genocide. This taboo has now been broken by the Muslim Arab Palestinian 
Authority (PA). The parallels between PA Islamic ideology and Nazi ideology are as striking as 
they are horrific. Echoes of Hitler’s Mein Kampf are heard in official PA teachings:

The Jews are the Jews. Whether Labor or Likud the Jews are Jews. ..They are all 
liars. They must be butchered and must be killed... 

It is forbidden to have mercy in your hearts for the Jews in any place and in any 
land. Make war on them any place that you find yourself. Any place that you meet 
them, kill them.

Dr. Ahmad Abu Halabiyah, Sharia (Islamic Law) Rulings Council, Rector of Advanced Studies,  
Islamic University: broadcast on Palestinian Authority TV, October 13, 2000

All the weapons must be aimed at the Jews, Allah’s enemies, the cursed nation in 
the Koran, whom Allah describes as monkeys and pigs, worshippers of the calf and 
idol worshippers…

Dr. Muhammad Ibrahim Maadi: broadcast on Palestinian Authority TV,  
September 12, 2004 and August 3, 2001

“
“

”
”

“
”
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Two more examples of how Arab propaganda is derived directly from anti-Semitic Nazi propaganda.:

I believe today that I am acting according to the will of the almighty Creator: when 
I defend myself against the Jew, I am fighting for the work of the Lord.

Hitler’s book “Mein Kampf” 

Servants of Allah, be you the ones by whom Allah tortures the Jews with harsh 
torment.

Palestinian Authority Dr. Mahmoud Mustafa Najem  
– broadcast on Palestinian Authority TV, November 1, 2002

 
 
If international financial Jewry inside and outside of Europe should succeed once 
again in plunging the nations into a world war, the result will not be ... a Jewish vic-
tory, but rather the annihilation of the Jewish race in Europe…

Hitler speech in the German Parliament the Reichstag, January 30, 1939 

 

The battle with the Jews will 
surely come… The decisive 
Muslim victory is coming without 
a doubt, …. the Day of Resurrec-
tion will not come without the 
victory of the believers [the Mus-
lims] over the descendants of the 
monkeys and pigs [the Jews] and 
with their annihilation.

Muhammad Abd Al Hadi La’afi, Responsible 
for Religious Teaching and Instruction  

in the Office of the Wakf in Jerusalem: Al 
Hayat Al Jadida, May 18, 2001

“

“

”

”

“

“

”

NAZI

NAZI

ARAB

ARAB

”
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15.	 MODERN	FACES	OF	RADICAL	ISLAM

Historically Muslims have always practiced the art of domination over the lands and religions they 
have conquered. In Jerusalem they built a Muslim mosque on the site of the Holy Jewish Temple. The 
theft of the city was to be sealed by building the mosque over the holiest of Jewish sites. Muslims have 
repeated this act all over the world from Cordoba in Spain to Turkey, Pakistan and India. Their latest 
outrage is happening right here in America. They are demanding to build 
a Muslim mosque overlooking “Ground Zero”...right next to the site of 
the 9/11 attacks, where Muslims murdered 2700 innocent Americans and 
others. This new mosque seems to be driven by desire to show Muslim 
triumph over the American people.

 
“First the Saturday people, then the Sunday people,” is not simply a Muslim slogan, but their 
strategy! First destroy Jews and then Christians to achieve world domination.

4.3.	 Brainwashing Arab children

Unfortunately, Palestinian Arab children are still being taught violence in mosques and schools,at 
home and on TV. Jihad against Israel is constantly promoted. For there to be peace in the Middle 
East, peace – not hatred – must be taught.

For more information, see Palestinian Media Watch at: www.pmw.org.il and www.memri.org 

The effect of decades of incitement to destroy Israel and kill Jews is reflected in Palestinian polls. 
The 2011 poll by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research and the Palestinian Center for Pub-

lic Opinion reveals that over two-thirds of Palestinians reject the two-state solution, 
favoring instead a temporary two-state arrangement that gradually becomes a single 
Palestinian Muslim state. Over 73 percent approve the Muslim hadith that says “ judg-

ment day will not come until Muslims fight the Jews and kill them.” 80% agree that 
Muslims should engage in jihad to eradicate Israel. The sad reality is that the 

majority of the Arab world will not be satisfied with anything less than Isra-
el’s elimination along with the expulsion of all Jews from their Jewish land.

Photo:  
Ramallah 2000, Arab Aziz Salha waving his 
blood stained hands after helping to lynch 

two Israelis at the Palestinian police station
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4.4.	 Islamo-Fascists murder Jewish men, women and children

Arab violence started long before Israel was born. A few facts below:

• Year 1834 – Arab mob massacres 2,000 innocent Jewish civilians in the city of Safed in Pales-
tine. They kill school children as well as their mothers and fathers

• Year 1929 – Massacre of 67 Jews in Hebron by Arabs, followed by similar attacks in Motza, 
Kfar Uriya, Jerusalem and Tel Aviv in Palestine

• Year 1936 – Hundreds of Jews murdered by armed Arabs in Jerusalem and other cities in 
Palestine

• Year 1947 – Thirty nine Jewish civilians killed by Arabs during Haifa oil refinery riot

After The Establishment of Israel in year 1948:

• Ethnic cleansing of Jews. Majority of Jews are expelled from most Arab states. Many are mur-
dered.

• Many prominent Nazis fled Europe and were welcomed in the Middle East.

After 1953 – President Abdel Gamal Nasser absorbed about 2,000 of them into Egypt, where 
they worked in the secret service, directed anti-Israel propaganda, and translated anti-Semitic 
texts into Arabic..

• A series of wars and terrorist acts against Israel. Arab armies start wars with Israel in 1948, 
1967, and in 1973.

• For years, Arab terrorists have been blowing up schools, restaurants, city buses, outdoor 
markets, hospitals and airplanes.. This killing of civilians by the Arabs goes on today. Below is a 
small sample of a few incidents from recent years: 
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Photos:

A food market in Israel after 
Palestinian Arab suicide bombing. 
2003.

Bus no. 20 in Jerusalem bombed 
by Islamic Arab terrorists. Nov 
2002.

13-year-old Israeli girl, Hodaya 
Asraf, who was murdered in a 
Palestinian terror suicide bomb 
attack. A friend is crying after 
Hodaya’s death.

Feb 27 2004, a young couple Eitan 
and Rima Kukui were on their way 
home when Arabs from El Aksa 
Brigade killed them. Their daughter 
became an orphan.

Jerusalem morning passenger bus 
May 18, 2003 after a Palestinian 
suicide bomber blew it up, killing 
seven people and wounding 20. 
The dead were: Shimon Ostinsky, 
68; Nellie Perov, 55; Olga Brenner, 
52; Marina Tzachivirshvili, 44; 
Yitzhak Moyal, 64; Roni Yisraeli, 
35, all from the Pisgat Ze’ev 
neighborhood; and Tawil Ralab, 42.

2006, Arab suicide bomber kills 
15 and injures many more on an 
Israeli bus.

March 11 2011, Itamar massacre of 
the Fogel family. The parents and 
three children, ages 11 years, four 
years, and three months, were 
killed with knives by Palestinian 
Arabs. The next day Muslim Arabs 
celebrated the murder in the 
streets of Gaza.

16.	 BRAINWASHING	ARAB	CHILDREN
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Terrorists use humanitarian deliveries to transport explosive 
material. On December 29, 2007, six tons of potassium ni-
trate used for making explosives and rocket propellants were 
packed in sugar bags with EU markings.

Israel continues to allow sick Palestinians from Gaza to enter 
Israel for medical treatment. There were 4,932 medical visits 
in 2006 and 7,176 in 2007. On May 30, 2007, two Arab women 
used false medical information to enter Israel for treatment. 
They planned to commit a double suicide bombing of Israeli 
hospitals. Twenty such incidents of terrorists abusing medical 
visits have occurred since 2006.

Photo:  
A robot collecting the explosive charge that was hidden  

inside an Arab Red Cross amubulance

Photo:  
PA leader Mahmoud Abbas promotes racist policies  

directed against Jews

4.5.	 Hamas and the Gaza war

For the sake of peace, Israel tried to ap-
pease Arabs and forcibly removed all civil-
ian Jews from Gaza in 2005. In 2006, the 
first (and only) democratic election in Gaza, 
Palestinian Arabs, by 60% majority, voted in 
a terrorist organization – Hamas. Hamas 
is transparent about their fanatical hatred 
of Jews and other non-Muslims including 
Christians. To strengthen their political po-
sition Hamas violently expelled their politi-
cal rival, Fatah, which had lost the election. 

Fatah rivals were thrown from rooftops 
with their hands bound and street-side ex-
ecutions became commonplace. Hamas then proceeded to fire hundreds of rockets and mortars 
into southern Israeli cities. After suffering three years of such continuous attacks, Israel decided to 
act decisively. In December 2008, Israel launched a limited war against Hamas called Operation Cast 
Lead. As expected, many media outlets failed to report key aspects of this conflict such as the use of 
human shields and the launching of rockets from homes, hospitals and mosques by Hamas. Efforts 
by Israel to avoid Palestinian Arab civilian casualties were largely left unreported.

FACT

FACT
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Hamas’ army of well-trained terrorists stands ready to kill Jews and Christians. They also terror-
ize into submission fellow Muslim Arabs who they feel don’t conform to their extremist ideology.

The IDF protects civilians in times of war, Hamas and other Arab terrorists use civilians as hu-
man shields. As Colonel Richard Kemp, Commander of British forces in Afghanistan, has said: 

In Gaza Operation Cast Lead Israel did more to safeguard the rights of civilians in 
a combat zone than any other army in the history of warfare. Israel took extraordi-
nary measures to give Gaza civilians notice of targeted areas, dropping over 2 mil-
lion leaflets, and making over 100,000 phone calls. Many missions that could have 
destroyed Hamas military capability were aborted to prevent civilian casualties.

 
Col. Kemp stressed that the civilian casualties were a consequence of Hamas’ way of fighting, 
saying the terror group “deliberately tried to sacrifice their own civilians.”

“

“

”

”

Different Values

The Hamas Charter is violent and racist:

Israel will exist and will continue to exist until Islam will obliterate it, just as it obliter-
ated others before it.

  
As long as this remains the guiding document for Hamas and the Palestinian Arab people, 
the dream of peace remains impossible.
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4.6.	 Gaza misery

Gaza, with its long Mediterranean shoreline and borders with Egypt and Israel, could have 
been a prosperous region. But thanks to Hamas, it is a radical Islamic theocracy rife with vio-
lence, op-pression and corruption. Gaza is an apartheid state in which Jews are not allowed 
to live and where Christians (who lived there for 2,000 years) are routinely terrorized and mur-
dered by Hamas’ henchmen. It is a place where women are discriminated against and treated 
like cattle. As recently as October 2009, Hamas barred women from driving motorcycles and 
cars. For safety reasons, Egypt kept its Gaza border closed. Israel opens its border with Gaza 
to deliver humanitarian supplies to Palestinian civilians.

4.7.	 Let us stop the Middle East circle of violence

Much of the Muslim world is fighting among themselves as well as against 
Israel and the rest of the Western World. 

• Sunni Muslims fight Shia Muslims.

• Libyan rebellion against Muammar Gaddafi. By the time of Gaddafi 
death in October 2011, over 50,000 people got killed.

• In 2011 Syrian government killed at least 5000 civilians trying to put 
down Sunni Muslim demonstrations against the Muslim Alawite Presi-
dent Assad.

• Iran versus Iraq war in 1980s in which over a million people died.

• In Algeria Muslim rebels have been fighting the government for dozens of 
years. About 200,000 civilians have been killed. 

• In 1970, Jordan’s King Hussein fought the PLO. During one month of 
fighting (known as “Black September”), more Arabs were killed than dur-
ing all 64 years of Israeli Palestinian conflict.

• In February 1982, the Syrian army bombarded the town of Hama in Syria 
estimated 20,000 to 30,000 civilians were killed. 

• Since Arab spring victory in Egypt in February 2011, Coptic Christians, 
the indigenous inhabitants of Egypt, have been increasingly oppressed. 
Dozens of Christians were murdered by Muslims during street protests 
in Cairo and other cities. 

The Arab violence is ignored by the human rights organizations and progressive Far Left activists 
since it does not fit their anti-Israeli scenario.

No Muslim country can boast of being a real democracy. Women and minorities are repressed. 
Incitement, racist education, and intimidation are the norm. 

These problems will not be solved by appeasing Islamo-Fascists and following the blame-every-
thing-on-Israel reasoning of the Far Left.

The average Arab citizen suffers poverty and a lack of basic human rights in nearly every Arab 
country. 
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Israel allows over one million Arab Muslims to live in Israel and expand their presence. Israel 

does not demand that they be removed to Arab countries.

Why can’t Arabs do the same and allow Jews to live in countries 

controlled by the Arabs?

Israel is sometimes accused of practicing Apartheid. Consider the following facts about Israeli Arab citizens. 

• Hebrew and Arabic are both official languages in Israel.

• The Israeli affirmative action program gives Arab businesses and students preferential treatment. 
The program is patterned after the U.S. affirmative action for minorities.

• There are five official Arab political parties in Israel. All are completely independent from any state influence.

• Israeli-Arabs were elected to the first Knesset (Israeli Parliament) in 1949 and have continued to 
play an active role in political life. Israeli Arabs have had their representatives in the Knesset every year 
since then.

• Twenty percent of Haifa University’s student body and 10 percent of its faculty are Arabs. Other Uni-
versities also include large number of Arab students and faculty.

• All Arab municipalities in Israel receive government funding for education and infrastructure.

• Many Israeli Arabs hold high-level positions including:

 - Salim Jurban, permanent member of Israel’s Supreme Court (2004)

 - Nawaf Massalha, deputy Foreign Minister.

 - Major General Hussein Fares, commander of Israel’s border police.

 - Major General Yosef Mishlav, head of homeland security as Israel’s Home Front commander.

 - Bedouin Ismail Khaldi, Israeli Consul to San Francisco (2006)

 - Ali Yahya, Walid Monsur and Mohammed Masarwa, who were Israel’s ambassadors.
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From the first century when Rome renamed the Jewish state “Palestine” until the mid-
20th century, “Palestine” was associated with Jews and the Jewish homeland.

Jews in the area used the name Palestine for their symphonies, newspapers and oth-
er enterprises. There was the Palestine Post (later the Jerusalem Post), the Palestine 
Symphony Orchestra, the Palestine Electric Company, the Palestine Potash Company, 
Palestinian Airways, Jewish Palestine Foundation Fund and many others.

Arabs and Jews who lived in the Palestine Mandate all had Palestine Mandate passports, 
but Arab residents were referred to as Arabs, not Palestinians. Arabs in these times had 
nothing to do with the name Palestine. Today, however, Palestinian Arabs claim that their 
Palestinian heritage goes back over a thousand years. This is a complete falsehood.

Palestine is a term the Zionists invented!… 
Our country for centuries was part of Syria.

Local Arab leader Auni Bey Abdul-Hadi,  

to the British Peel Commission in 1937

ISRAELI-ARAB
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“Palestinians”  
– The truth behind the term “Palestine”

“ “
the largest English language 
newspaper, The Jerusalem Post, 
was called The Palestine Post before 
Israel formally became a state.

The Palestinian currency before 
1948 was inscribed with Hebrew, 
the language of the Jews. (Arabic 
inscriptions were also used on 
these banknotes.)

The Palestine Symphony 
Orchestra, formed by Bronislaw 
Huberman, was Jewish.

Keren Hayesod Jewish Palestine 
Foundation Fund was established to 
bring Palestinians (Jews were called 
Palestinians in the 1930s and 1940s) 
to Palestine.

The Palestinian Gdynia – American 
Shipping Lines, Ltd. was a Jewish 
company.

 Jewish army volunteers. 

The Palestine Pavilion at the 1939 
World’s Fair exhibited only Jewish 
books. 

Palestine Airways, Ltd. was 
established in 1934 by a Jew, 
Pinchas Ruttenberg. It was the main 
commercial airline in Palestine.
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After 1948 when the reborn Jewish 
State took the name Israel, the term 
“Palestine” stopped being used to 
refer to Israel.

In 1964 an incredible identity theft 
took place. The PLO usurped the 
term to describe Arabs living in 
Palestine. The move was designed 
to misrepresent history, claiming 
that Arabs were the original native 
inhabitants of the land. Arabs were 
relative newcomers to Palestine, 
but the ruse largely worked. Many 
in the West believe that the newly 
minted “Palestinians” are the indig-
enous people of Palestine.

 
 
From 1948 over 800,000 Jews 
were expelled or fled from Arab 
countries. It is estimated* that 
Jewish-owned real estate left  
behind or confiscated by Arabs, 
covers total of about 100,000 
square kilometers. This is four 
times the size of the state of Israel.

* Schwartz, Adi (January 4, 2008). 
“All I Wanted was Justice”., The Pal-
estinian Refugee Issue: Rhetoric vs. 
Reality by Sidney Zabludoff, Expelled 
Jews hold deeds on abandoned 
property in Arab lands”.  
www.jpost.com.  
Retrieved 2011-01-16
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• Buy Israeli products (find them on the web). Support stores that carry Israeli 
products including Costco, Safeway, Walgreen’s and Trader Joe’s.

• Never sign any boycott Israel campaign lists. These are promoted by the 
anti-Israel and anti-American Far Left organizations.

• Buy an electric car. Free yourself from oil which is the source of financing 
radical Islamic terror.

• Visit Israel. The country is very safe for tourism despite what the media 
shows to the world. You will find that it is a peaceful country where Arabs 
are treated with respect and have the same rights as the Jews. Explore Is-
rael and form you own opinion.

 

For more information go to: 

www.israeljerusalem1948.com
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What can you do to help?



History reminds us, as it did in New York and Washington on September 11, 
2001, that unchecked evil ideology will lead to heinous crimes against human-
ity. It was a common error before the Second World War for people to minimize 
Nazi hatred, dismissing it as rhetoric or propaganda. Six million Jews and tens of 
millions of others paid with their lives because the world couldn’t bring itself to 
believe that a nation that openly embraced the idea of state murder would put 
this concept into practice. 

In explaining the civilized world’s inability to recognize the danger of Nazism, 
Justice Robert H. Jackson, Chief US Counsel to the Nuremberg Trials, wrote: 

 
We must not forget that when the Nazi plans were boldly proclaimed, 
they were so extravagant that the world refused to take them seriously.

 
 
Now it is the Muslim Arab leaders who boldly and extravagantly proclaim their 
plans, calling for genocide in the name of their God, Allah. Let the world not 
make the same mistake again.

 

NOTE: In this brochure we use the words Muslim and Islam as equivalent. Muslims are the people 
that follow the religion of Islam. The term Islamo-Fascist describes any Muslim group that uses 
Nazi-like ideology of hatred toward the Jews.

Conclusions

“ “
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